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Spin Diffusion and Spin Lattice Relaxation of Dipolar
Order in Solids Containing Paramagnetic Impurities
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The phenomena of spin diffusion and spin lattice relaxation of nuclear dipolar order
in solids containing paramagnetic impurities (PI) is considered. We show that at
the beginning of the relaxation process the diffusion vaninshing regime realizes with
non-exponential time dependence [1] , R(t) ~ exp [— Cf-) 1, where Tu ~ C~1/r° ,
Cp is Pi's concentration. For a homogeneous distribution of Pis and nuclear spins,
a = Q/6, where Q is the sample dimensionality; for an inhomogeneous distribution,
the sample is divided into ^-dimensional subsystems, each containing one PI, yield-
ing a = (Q + q) /6.This result coincides with experimental data for CaF2 doped
with 0.8 • 10~3 wt % of Mn2+, where the non-exponential decay of the dipolar signal
with a = 0.83 has been observed [3]. Fitting the experimental data [3] yields a
good agreement with Tu = 66 ms . For another independent check of the obtained
results we use dependence of the relaxation time on impurities concentration. In
accordance that I/a = 1.2 , we have T\d ~ Cp1'2- Exactly this dependence on
impurity concentration of the relaxation time has been found in the experiment [2].
Then the relaxation regime starts as a non-exponential time dependent, proceed
asymptotically to an to an exponential function of time, to so called diffusion lim-
ited relaxation regime with relaxation time T®d is inversely depends on impurities
concentration. This kind of relaxation behavior of the dipolar order takes place
in the experiment [2]. Using experimental results [2] from this two regime we can
estimate the diffusion coefficient of the nuclear dipolar order in CaFi , which gives
for typical values of impurity concentration Cp ~ 1018 cm3 the diffusion coefficient
of dipolar order in the interval D ~ 10~n -i-10~12 ^ - , which is coincide to the case
of Zeeman energy spin diffusion. [3].
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